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Abstract This paper presents a methodology to apply

speech technology for compensating sensory, motor, cog-

nitive and affective usage difficulties. It distinguishes (1)

an analysis of accessibility and technological issues for the

identification of context-dependent user needs and corre-

sponding opportunities to include speech in multimodal

user interfaces, and (2) an iterative generate-and-test pro-

cess to refine the interface prototype and its design

rationale. Best practices show that such inclusion of speech

technology, although still imperfect in itself, can enhance

both the functional and affective information and com-

munication technology-experiences of specific user groups,

such as persons with reading difficulties, hearing-impaired,

intellectually disabled, children and older adults.

Keywords Universal access � Speech technology �
Multimodal interaction � User experience engineering

1 Introduction

Speech technology seems to provide new opportunities to

improve the accessibility of electronic services and soft-

ware applications, by offering compensation for limitations

of specific user groups. These limitations can be quite

diverse and originate from specific sensory, physical or

cognitive disabilities—such as difficulties to see icons, to

control a mouse or to read text. Such limitations have both

functional and emotional aspects that should be addressed

in the design of user interfaces (cf. [49]). Speech technol-

ogy can be an ‘enabler’ for understanding both the content

and ‘tone’ in user expressions, and for producing the right

information with the right tone. For example, the right tone

may help to motivate the so-far neglected user groups to

use specific software applications (such as e-health ser-

vices). Although vocal interaction has technological

limitations, these might be overcome when used as a

component of a multimodal user interface. Such interfaces

seem to have higher levels of user preference, among other

things, because people experience a greater degree of

flexibility [47]. Designers of such interfaces should know

how speech interacts with the other modalities, and how

redundancies and complementarities can compensate for

specific (combinations of) disabilities. In general, speech

technology might help by adding value to the total user

experience.

It should be noted that the user can have specific prob-

lems to access information in a specific context. For

example, visual limitations may not be a problem in an

optimal desktop setting, but a severe problem in a mobile

context. Therefore, individual limitations should be

addressed in combination with the contextual constraints

in ‘inclusive design’ (cf. [57, 59]). Furthermore, these

limitations have their own additional requirements for
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personalization and support, to be included in the final user

interface [44]. In many cases, accessibility guidelines have

been ‘only’ applied after a web site has already been

constructed and are consequently not applied for the

development of the required personalization and support

concepts. The question is how to integrate these guidelines

into the design practices. This paper proposes a design

approach in which accessibility is not a separate, additional

aspect or objective of development processes, but is inte-

grated into the design and test of personalization

mechanisms for the user interfaces [15, 60]. This approach

will extend the types of persons who can successfully use

the resulting user interfaces, because they are attuned to the

diverse user capacities and momentary work contexts,

utilizing speech technology in a smart way (i.e., exploring

new possibilities and taking care of the constraints).

To establish a thorough theoretical and empirical foun-

dation, a situated user-experience engineering approach is

further proposed in which state-of-the-art knowledge is

used to distinguish specific usage constraints that may arise

from an accessibility or a technological perspective (see

Fig. 1) [43]. For example, an accessibility constraint can be

a hearing disorder of some users, whereas a technological

constraint can be the failure to automatically recognize

speech in a noisy multiuser environment. Design is an

iterative process, consisting of the generation, evaluation

and refinement of interaction specifications. To acquire a

valid and complete assessment, user experience sampling

methods should measure both performance and affective

aspects of the interaction in realistic usage contexts. The

human–computer interaction (HCI) community brought

forth an extensive and diverse set of evaluation methods

(e.g. [38]). Such methods have to be combined in a smart

way to get a concise, complete and coherent set of user

experience data, such as performance, situation awareness,

trust and acceptance. Which combination of methods is

most appropriate for a specific project depends on the

purpose of evaluation, development stage, complexity of

the design, number and type of participants, usage setting,

duration and cost of evaluation [61]. It should be noted that

‘human-in-the-loop’ evaluations can be done before com-

plete technological implementation via the so-called

Wizard of Oz method, in which a human experimenter

simulates (parts of) the functionality of the technical sys-

tem. Such an evaluation can be done in parallel and in

combination with a technology assessment (see [36]). The

technology can be integrated into the prototype incre-

mentally, adding more and more advanced support

functions—possibly agents—to the prototype.

Section 2 describes current accessibility guidelines that

distinguish human disabilities, which might be compen-

sated for by speech technology. Section 3 presents an

overview of this technology and its combination with other

modalities. Section 4 provides four best practices of

‘beyond the desktop’ user interfaces in which speech

improved the experiences of ‘nonstandard’ user groups in

specific usage contexts, and Sect. 5 contains general con-

clusions and discussion.

2 Accessibility guidelines

Different sets of ‘Universal Accessibility’ guidelines have

been developed for people with a variety of disabilities.

Being part of the HCI knowledge used in situated user

experience engineering (see Fig. 1), they are an important

source guiding inclusive user interface design and evalua-

tion. Examples of guidelines are the Web Content

Accessibility Guidelines and User Agent Accessibility

Guidelines by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

[72] and ‘Design for All’ guidelines for information and

communication technology (ICT) products and services by

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute [24].

Inclusive design should include all relevant user groups as

defined by these guidelines.

2.1 User groups that may benefit from speech-enabled

interfaces

There is a large number of attributes that can be used to

distinguish between people in a population. The ones that

should be considered to have direct impact on the suc-

cessful use of ICT products and services include [24] the

following:

• Sensory abilities such as seeing, hearing, touch, taste,

smell and balance.

• Physical abilities such as speech, dexterity, manipula-

tion, mobility, strength and endurance.

General HCI Knowledge

Accessibility 
Guidelines

Technological 
Design Space 

User Needs Context of Use
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Specify
usage
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usage
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Fig. 1 Situated user experience engineering for inclusive design
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• Cognitive abilities such as intellect, memory, language

and literacy.

• Allergies can also be a significant factor in some

products.

The individual user may have excellent ability in some

areas and yet be poor in others. For the population as a

whole, there can be a wide variability in any one attribute.

The complexity of the problem increases dramatically as

more attributes are considered. In general, attributes dete-

riorate with ageing, whereas the variability increases.

Speech-enabled interfaces (input and/or output) may

compensate for other poor abilities. Below, an overview of

the sensory (Sect. 2.1.1), physical (Sect. 2.1.2) and cogni-

tive (Sect. 2.1.3) disabilities that may be relieved by

speech is provided, based on relevant parts of the ETSI

‘Design for All’ guidelines [24]. However, note that, using

speech may pose serious disadvantages to people with

other or multiple disabilities related to hearing and speech.

These are described in Sect. 2.2.

2.1.1 Sensory disabled: seeing and touch

Sight (or vision) refers to the ability to sense the presence

of light and to sense the form, size, shape and color of

visual stimuli. Visual disabilities vary from refractive

errors, diminished ability to adapt to changes of ambient

illumination, color blindness, opacities of the crystalline

lens of the eye caused by cataract, diabetic retinopathy

causing local loss of visual function, macular degeneration

of the photosensitive cells at the center of the retina, to

blindness or loss of central vision. Some people cannot

perceive light at all, some can distinguish between

brightness and darkness, and others can perceive slight

movement or some images. Loss of sight can involve one

eye, leading to a deterioration of depth perception and

field-of-view, or can involve both eyes. Any form of visual

disability makes activities such as reading or writing very

difficult if not impossible. Also, there is a significant

memory load both to read large text and to locate infor-

mation on a screen. Thus, visually disabled cannot

effectively use ICT products and services that rely on

visual displays.

The sense of touch refers to the ability to sense surfaces,

their texture or quality and temperature. As people age,

they lose tactile sensitivity and may no longer be able to

rely on touch and pain to give early feedback on temper-

ature or injury. In conjunction with changes in fine motor

control, this means that any manipulation that requires very

fine adjustment or touch discrimination will be compro-

mised. Those who lack touch sensation, particularly those

with prostheses, may not be able to use touch-sensitive

screens or touch-pads on computers. Some people have

hypersensitive touch and are hurt by stimuli, for example

by sharp points and edges, which might only cause dis-

comfort to others.

2.1.2 Physical disabled: dexterity, manipulation, mobility,

strength and endurance

Dexterity is defined as the skill of manipulation, but can

also refer to right-handedness. It implies coordinated use of

hand and arm to pick up and handle objects, manipulating

and releasing them using the fingers and thumb of one

hand. Manipulation relates to activities such as carrying,

moving and manipulating objects and includes actions

using legs, feet arms and hands. Mobility is the ability to

move freely from place to place. Mobility problems can

extend from minor difficulties in movement, to being

confined to a wheelchair or being bedridden. Some people

with impaired mobility have difficulty with control, where

muscles are tense and contracted (spasms). They may also

have small or missing limbs. Strength relates to the force

generated by the contraction of a muscle or muscle group

exerted on a specific object. It depends on endurance or

stamina (the capacity to sustain such a force) and can be

related to heart and lung function.

Dexterity impairment may cause more complex opera-

tions, such as simultaneous push and turn, hold down

multiple keys simultaneously or using a mouse, to be

painful or impossible. Manipulation can be impaired by the

inability to use both hands (or feet) or move joints when

carrying out some function. Diverse mobility problems

may result in difficulties in carrying out controlled and

coordinated movement. People with involuntary move-

ments or spasms have problems with tasks that require

precision. Reduction in strength can make it difficult to

operate a device against significant resistance or torque. A

weak grip may make it difficult to hold an object, such as a

telephone, particularly for extended periods.

2.1.3 Cognitive disabled: language and literacy, intellect

Language and literacy are the specific mental functions of

recognizing and using signs, symbols and other compo-

nents of language. Language impairment can be caused by

a stroke or dementia. Sufferers may be able to think as

before, but be unable to express their thoughts in words.

Literacy refers to the ability to read and write. People of all

ages with dyslexia have difficulty with reading and writing.

It is therefore very important to keep the wording of signs

and instructions as simple and short as possible. Most

prelingually deaf (people who are born deaf or have lost

their hearing before they learnt to speak) and some post-

lingually deaf have poor or no reading abilities.
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Intellect is the capacity to know, understand and reason.

People with intellectual impairment will typically not have

the necessary reading skills to comprehend written instruc-

tions. They can often recognize simple icons and

abbreviations and may be able to follow graphic instructions.

They can often function well in a familiar environment but

can easily be confused when required to respond quickly.

2.2 Hearing and speech disabled

2.2.1 Hearing

There is a fairly wide spread in hearing ability, such that a

deviation of ±20% about the nominal is considered within

the normal range of hearing. Most middle-aged people start

experiencing impairment in some of the more demanding

listening situations such as hearing faint sounds, listening

with excessive background noise, hearing with multiple

sources (e.g. picking out a single voice in a din of voices,

the ‘cocktail party’ effect). People who are moderately

hard of hearing may have difficulty in hearing warning

tones. People who are severely hard of hearing generally

use hearing aids. Profoundly deaf people generally rely on

sign language and lip-reading.

2.2.2 Speech production

Speech production occurs in the mouth and larynx and

depends on the coordinated action of many muscles.

Effects of diminished breathing ability also affect sound

production, the ability to control voice volume and the

precision of pronunciation and intonation. Problems of

stammering can be accentuated by excessive echo or side-

tone, the effect of hearing one’s own speech in the ear-

phone. Hearing impairments may affect speech due to

changes in the perceived feedback. Prelingually, deaf

people typically have no speech or poor speech intelligi-

bility and poor or no reading abilities. Postlingually, deaf

people may have retained anything from intact and fully

intelligible speech to very unintelligible or no speech at all.

Their reading abilities are normally also retained, but some

of them may not be able to read or not read very well.

2.2.3 Intellect, memory and language

People with diminished intellect have difficulty in con-

centrating and paying attention to a task; they require more

time to perform tasks and memory for new information

deteriorates. Impairment of intellect leads to difficulties in

perception and problem solving and can include difficulty

in taking in information. Failing memory affects people’s

ability to recall and learn things and may also lead to

confusion. Either, or both, short-term and long-term

memory can be affected. People with short-term memory

problems can forget where they are in a sequence of

operations. Further, loss of language ability may cause

sufferers to be unable to express their thoughts in words.

2.3 Conclusions

Knowledge of user groups with special needs is to a large

extent documented in accessibility guidelines. To effec-

tively apply speech technology in user interfaces, it should

not be used for user groups with disabilities in the exact

same modality. Instead, it should be used for user groups

experiencing difficulties in other modalities, and designed

to compensate for these difficulties. So, for people hard of

hearing, speech synthesis is not going to be a very useful

interface, but speech transcription can be effective, as we

will see in Sect. 4.2. In addition, care should be taken to

avoid shortcomings of applying speech technology (see

Sect. 3). Accessibility guidelines form valuable input for

the specification and testing of user interfaces. However,

Situated Design Knowledge in the form of additional user

needs and context of use should also be taken into account

(see Fig. 1).

3 Technological design space

Speech technology opportunities to compensate for the

disabilities discussed in Sect. 2, and the corresponding

usage constraints, are an important source guiding inclu-

sive user interface design and evaluation (see Fig. 1). In

addition to providing redundant or alternative ways for

input and output, speech technology can help to automat-

ically acquire knowledge about the user, which in turn can

help to attune the user interface to this user. This section

gives an overview of the capabilities of speech technology,

and describes how this technology is to be integrated into

multimodal user interfaces.

3.1 Speech technology

In addition to techniques for automatically recognizing and

producing speech, technologies are available to sense-

specific user and interaction characteristics, such as the

user’s language, language proficiency level, identity and

emotional state, through speech. This section discusses the

state-of-the-art of speech technology with potential to

improve universal accessibility.

3.1.1 Automatic speech recognition

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the automatic

conversion of human speech to a sequence of words. The
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aim of ASR is to recognize automatically what has been

said. Nowadays, ASR systems are generally based on the

hidden Markov models (HMM) for modeling the acoustics

of speech and use either statistic language models

(n-grams) or rule-based grammars to model the language

component. Furthermore, there are many techniques that

normalize the acoustic features of the signal and adjust the

acoustic models to a specific speaker or different recording

conditions.

The first speech recognizer dates from 1952 and con-

sisted of the recognition of spoken digit recognition [17].

What started as digits spoken in isolation by a single

speaker has now evolved to speaker-independent, large-

vocabulary recognition of fluent spontaneous speech. One

can appreciate the techonological advances made over the

past decades from observing the speech recognition per-

formance over time. In speech recognition research, the

most widely used performance measure is word error rate

(WER), which is defined as the percentage of incorrectly

recognized words, determined using a specific test set. The

performance of ASR systems are dependent on the task, as

can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows the WER of the best

performing ASR systems for a number of tasks/application

domains [48].

If a speech recognizer is part of an application, usually it is

used as an input technology or technique [29]. Various other

performance measures can augment the WER, depending on

the application. For instance, van Leeuwen et al. [66] men-

tion the following issues that are important to consider when

estimating the performance of an ASR application: the type

and quality of feedback, error correction strategy, dealing

with out-of-domain words, speed and response time, the

user’s situational awareness in the dialog structure, dialog/

task success rate, and subjective impression of the overall

performance of the system (cf. [25, 65, 67]).

In going from speaker-dependent, isolated digit recog-

nition to real-life speech, like the meeting domain, the

difficulty of the speech recognition task is gradually

increasing. ASR systems have to model a wide variability

of realizations of speech sounds, and be able to search

efficiently in a virtually unlimited space of word sequence

hypotheses, which makes the task very challenging. The

following aspects of real-life speech make ASR difficult:

• Modeling of different speakers

• Size of the vocabulary

• Continuity of the speech signal, which has to be

segmented

• Occurrence of nonspeech sounds (music, applause,

paper rustling)

• More spontaneous speaking style, which causes varia-

tions in pronunciation and the occurrence of filled

pauses, hesitations, false starts and repetitions

• Deterioration of the speech signal (effects of acoustics

such as reverberation, noise, transmission channel,

cross talk)

Nowadays, speech recognition technology is used in

many commercial applications. In these applications,
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shortcomings of the technology are reduced by tailoring the

interaction to the individual user and context, for instance,

by making the system speaker-dependent (e.g., a dictation

systems), by limiting the vocabulary (e.g., voice dialing) or

by using a simple and predictable syntax (e.g., command

and control, data-entry). In some applications, recognition

accuracy does not need to be perfect, e.g., for spoken

document retrieval a word recognition accuracy of 70%

produces similar retrieval results as manually generated

speech transcripts [46].

3.1.2 Speech synthesis

Speech synthesis is the artificial production of human

speech.. Usually, text is converted into speech; therefore,

speech synthesizers are also known as text-to-speech sys-

tems. Early speech synthesizers sounded robotic and were

often difficult to understand (e.g., Dudley’s VOCODER

[21]). However, the quality of synthesized speech has

steadily improved.

The three basic methods for speech synthesis are for-

mant, articulatory and concatenative synthesis. Formant

synthesis is based on the modeling of the resonances in

the vocal tract and is perhaps the most commonly used in

the last decades. Articulatory synthesis tries to model the

human vocal organs as perfectly as possible, but is less

popular, as it is difficult to implement, the computational

load is high and the level of success is lower than for other

synthesis methods [34]. Concatenative speech synthesis is

becoming more popular. For this approach, prerecorded

speech is used; during synthesis, pieces of prerecorded

speech are concatenated. Diphone synthesis is the concat-

enating of small fixed-size speech units called diphones, or

the transitions between two subsequent sounds. At runtime,

the target prosody of a sentence is superimposed on the

diphones, using techniques such as LPC, PSOLA ([12] or

MBROLA [22]). Diphone synthesis is generally more

natural-sounding than the output of formant synthesizers,

but the best quality systems extend the concept of diphones

to longer duration units. In these so-called ‘unit selection

systems,’ the appropriate variable length units are selected

at runtime. This type of synthesis provides the greatest

naturalness, because it applies only a small amount of

speech processing. A disadvantage of unit-selection syn-

thesis, however, is that a large database with prerecorded

speech is needed for each synthetic voice.

Speech synthesis systems are usually evaluated by

measuring speech intelligibility and speech quality using

objective or subjective testing methods (e.g., in the

Blizzard Challenge1 [4]). Nowadays, commercial speech

synthesis systems with a very high intelligibility are

available in a number of languages. However, artificially

produced speech still does not sound natural. Although

during the last decades attempts have been made to add

emotion effects or the right ‘tone’ to synthesized speech,

emotional speech synthesis is not yet applicable in many

real life settings. One of the problems is that there is a

trade-off between flexibility of acoustic modeling and

perceived naturalness. To express a large number of

emotional states with a natural-sounding voice, either the

rule-based techniques need to become more natural-

sounding or the selection-based techniques must become

more flexible [53].

The main advantage of synthetic speech over natural

speech is that any text can be converted to speech, there-

fore allowing spoken access to any information that is

stored in writing. Another advantage is that the speaking

rate can be controlled. Listeners can understand speech,

which is artificially time-compressed to two to three times

the original rate, but the maximum speech rate that

speakers can attain is lower than that [31]. Foulke [27]

showed that for visually impaired listeners a playback of

1.4 as fast as normal is the preferred rate for listening to

speech.

3.1.3 User profiling (identity, language)

In many situations, additional information of the user may

be beneficial to the interaction process. For instance, in a

call center, basic information about the caller, such as age

and sex, may be of help to route the call to the most

appropriate agent. For known customers who have identi-

fied themselves, this information may be obtained from a

database, but this identification process may not be desir-

able in all situations. Information such as the caller’s sex

can quite easily be retrieved from the speaker’s voice. The

automatic and unobtrusive techniques to obtain this kind of

metadata from the speaker is called speaker characteriza-

tion or classification [42]. Closely related to these

techniques are the recognition of the speaker’s identity

(speaker recognition) and the speaker’s language or accent

[39, 66].

In multicultural and multilingual environments, the

automatic detection of the spoken language can be the first

step in a spoken human–machine interaction. Current

techniques concentrate on speaker- and text-independent

approaches [39]. Text-independent means that the language

can be identified without requiring specific words to be

used in the interaction. If the system would have to request

the preferred language of interaction, a very lengthy and

undesirable verification process would occur.

If the language can be identified unobtrusively by

monitoring some of the user’s conversation with others, a

system may use this information to select the right1 http://festvox.org/blizzard/.
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language for ASR and speech synthesis. In an even more

enhanced scenario, automatic detection of dialect or even

socio-geographic accent may select specific extensions to

the vocabulary and choice of synthesized voice.

3.1.4 User state (emotion) assessment

Besides information on the speech content and user profile,

speech also contains information on the user state or

emotion. The acoustic–phonetic correlates of emotional

speech have been exhaustively investigated, but no reliable

acoustic–phonetic voice profiles for emotions that can also

be used for the automatic assessment of vocal emotional

expressions have been unraveled yet.

Often, statistics of fundamental frequency, intensity,

duration and speech rate are used to characterize emotional

speech [2, 40, 70]. Further, spectral features as used in

ASR are increasingly used in automatic assessment of

emotion. They usually prove to be very powerful but have

as a disadvantage that they are less insightful. The energy

distribution in the spectrum, jitter and shimmer are also

among the features that are frequently used.

Traditionally, studies in emotional speech have focused

on typical, full-blown emotions that are expressed on

demand by actors. The most famous set of full-blown

emotions is composed of six so-called basic, universal

emotions ([23], note that the origin of this set of emotions is

based on facial expressions rather than vocal expressions):

anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise. The classi-

fication accuracies reported in emotion recognition studies

are hard to interpret and to compare to each other. For

example, on a set of seven basic acted emotions, Schuller

et al. [54] achieved an accuracy rate of 88%. Banse and

Scherer [2] obtained an accuracy rate between 25 and 53%

on a set of 14 emotions. On a set of five emotions,

Ververidis and Kotropolos [68] achieved 51% correct,

while with six emotions, Nwe et al. [45] had a correct rate

between 77 and 89%. Because of many dependencies and

diversity of emotions used in these studies, it is difficult to

obtain a global view on the performance of emotion

detection in general based on these figures.

Recent research has shown that an approach using acted

and full-blown emotions to automatic recognition of human

emotion is perhaps too simplified for a complex phenome-

non as emotion. First of all, there is increasing evidence that

there are significant differences in the production and per-

ception of emotional speech [71]. Therefore, a growing

number of spontaneous emotional speech databases are

being made available to enable researchers to investigate

real emotions instead of acted emotions (e.g., [9, 20, 41,

58], HUMAINE2). An intermediate form of collecting

spontaneous emotional speech data is by using a Wizard-of-

Oz (WOZ) setting where the user thinks he/she is inter-

acting with a machine, while, in reality, a human is

controlling the machine. Reported classification accuracies

of studies using real or WOZ elicited speech lie between 75

and 83% (e.g., [1, 3, 69]).

Secondly, emotions in daily life are not always that

extreme and full-blown [8, 19]; so, there is a need for another

emotion-labeling scheme that is less rigid. The arousal

(ranging from active to passive) valence (ranging from

positive to negative) model seems to be flexible enough:

many emotions appear to have a place in this two-dimen-

sional space [6, 13, 50, 51] and can be described in terms of

arousal and valence. A third dimension called dominance

(ranging from submissive, weak to dominant, strong) can be

added but is not often used. The advantage of this model is

that labels are no longer necessary and that gradations of

emotions or less extreme emotions can be better described in

this space. Recent automatic emotion recognition technolo-

gies are therefore aiming at prediction of emotion in the

arousal-valence space. Grimm et al. [28] used Support

Vector Regression to predict arousal, valence and domi-

nance values in spontaneous emotional speech and found

relatively good recognition results for activation and domi-

nance, while valence scored moderately. Valence has been

known to be difficult to characterize with speech features

[52, 73]. Several studies have pointed out that some emotions

were better recognized in the visual domain than the auditory

domain (e.g., [18]). The use of facial expressions in addition

to vocal expressions may therefore improve the performance

of automatic assessment of emotion (see Sect. 3.2).

Obstacles in this relatively new research area include the

sparseness of real emotional speech data, the lack of

evaluation standards that hamper comparison between

performances of systems and the complexity of measuring

emotion in general. It is fair to say that the automatic

assessment of human emotion based on vocal expressions

is still in development. The current performances seem to

be comparable to the ASR performances 55 years ago

where ASR systems were able to recognize spoken digits if

spoken very clearly and in isolation [17].

3.2 Speech in combination with other modalities

Speech technology can be integrated into multimodal user

interfaces that include interaction in other modalities, such

as visual (face, gestures), tactile and nonspeech audio. The

term ‘multimodal’ is frequently used as a vogue word in

user interface research to stress the innovativeness of

project plans and results. However, often multimodality

does not go beyond allowing the user to interface with a

system through different modalities, e.g., speech and touch

screen (cf., alternate multimodality; [10]). The modality2 http://www.emotion-research.net/download/pilot-db/.
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appropriateness framework can be used to include the best

set of (alternate) modalities in the user interface [64].

‘Weak multimodal interaction’ takes place when there is no

semantic interaction between modalities. Contrarily,

‘strong multimodal interaction’ occurs when the combi-

nation of modalities opens up new semantics to the system.

A strong multimodal interface would be able to deal with

spoken references to words like ‘there’ or ‘him,’ where by

face, head or hand gestures, the place or person can be

resolved (cf. synergic multimodality; [10]). When the

gestures of virtual characters in a user interface duplicate

pieces of information conveyed by speech (redundancy

over modalities), users’ verbal information recall and

subjective experience are improved [7]. Implementation of

a ‘strong’ combination of modalities does not necessarily

have to be hard; a simple example is the combination of

‘shift-click’ keyboard–mouse interaction, which can have

different semantics from the individual modalities. Still,

before the power of strong multimodal interaction can be

utilized, the individual modalities need to have an accept-

able level of performance.

Another form of interaction between modalities is the

combination of recognition of the individual modalities to

improve the performance. For instance, person identifica-

tion can be improved when both visual (face) and speech

(voice) characteristics are combined. Contrary to the term

‘interaction,’ the term ‘fusion’ is used to indicate such

combination. A second example is the recognition of

emotion via fusion of these two modalities, which may carry

complementary information and could therefore lead to

higher classification accuracies. In a literature study, Truong

et al. [62] observed that emotion classification accuracies

increase when audiovisual information (AV) is used instead

of individual audio (A) or video channels (V). They made a

distinction between fusion on feature-level and decision-

level. On feature-level, features from different modalities

can be concatenated to each other to form one large N-

dimensional feature vector. Feature selection techniques

may then be used to remove redundant features. Fusion on

decision-level means that the features of the different

modalities are processed separately, and are fused when the

separate classifiers give outputs/scores, which are usually in

terms of posterior probabilities or likelihoods. These scores

are then subsequently fused by summing, or taking the

product of the scores, etc. Fusing classifiers and data

streams is not straightforward. Other studies have not only

used speech and facial expressions, but also other physio-

logical measures such as skin response, heart rate, etc.

3.3 Conclusions

Shortcomings in speech technology can be reduced by

tailoring the interaction to the individual user and context,

and by combining modalities. The latter can have the

purpose to improve effectiveness (fusion), in terms of

better recognition performance, and attractiveness for the

user (weak multimodal interaction). When context and

modalities are both used, there is the opportunity to open

new ways of interaction by making the interpretation of

recognized speech depend on the context and other

modalities (strong multimodal interaction). Adaptation to

the user can be based on absolute identity (obtained

actively from an identification interaction, or passively

from voice or face), or on more general characteristics such

as sex, age, spoken accent, dialect or language. Sensing of

the expression of emotion, which is possible using multiple

modalities, can be used to monitor the effectiveness of the

interaction, and to adapt the interface to suit the user bet-

ter—specifically when additional user characteristics are

available.

4 Best practices

Based on the current technological design space, as

described in Sect. 3, speech-enabled interfaces have been

developed that address specific aspects of the human dis-

abilities that were distinguished in Sect. 2 (i.e., taking

account of the accessibility- and technology-based usage

constraints of Fig. 1). Users with specific difficulties to

interact with standard user interfaces and experts of the

user groups were involved in the development process to

define the specific user needs and context of use (bottom

part of Fig. 1). The involvement of these experts—such as

medical health professionals—is crucial to generate ade-

quate interaction designs and to perform the user

experience tests in an appropriate way [14]. The following

four ‘best practices’ show that speech technology can

improve accessibility from simple automatic teller machine

(ATM) machines to more advanced robot-mediated

services.

4.1 Vocal interaction in an automatic teller machine

for illiterates

Design objective UNESCO estimates that there are 771

million functional illiterate adults in the world (20% of the

world’s adult population). This percentage of illiteracy is

already high, but it is even climbing. This is caused by a

more demanding definition of literacy, including being able

to work with machines and understand the instructions, and

using ICT, for example being able to operate an ATM. It is

necessary to develop models, methods and guidelines to

address the illiterate population to make ICT more acces-

sible to them. As a case study, the user interface of the

ATM will be adapted, making it more accessible for
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illiterates. One of the possible investigated changes is to

add vocal interaction to the ATM interface.

Accessibility Illiterates have difficulty with reading and

writing. It is therefore very important to keep the wording

of signs and instructions as simple and short as possible.

For persons with reduced reading skills, people with dys-

lexia, but also people with visual disabilities, reading aloud

text can improve the accessibility of several interfaces and

information sources.

Technology Vocal interaction is currently applied in

Talking ATMs. This type of ATMs provide audible

instructions, so that persons who have difficulties in read-

ing an ATM screen can independently use the machine. All

spoken information is delivered privately through a head-

phone either through prerecorded sound files or via speech

synthesis. Similar tools already exist for reading aloud text

from common PC-applications like word processors,

Internet browsers, e-mail and pdf readers3 and websites.4

The reading aloud functionality might even be visualized

as a person who helps the user on navigating the site (e.g.,

http://www.steffie.nl). In several studies, the results with

ASR prototypes were often disappointing, as the imple-

mented speech recognition systems still lacked the

performance that is necessary to use it as a viable input

interface for ATMs [11, 30, 32]. However, speech recog-

nition can be improved by applying multiple early

evaluations of the speech recognition system in the design

process (see Fig. 1).

Prototype and evaluation In a literature study, the target

group (illiterates) and the application domain (ATMs) were

analyzed. This analysis forms the basis for the modeling of

the illiterate target group and the subsequent user-centered

design process. A couple of interviews, focus groups and a

participatory design session were held with a group of six

illiterates with varying degrees of illiteracy. An experiment

will also be conducted to compare different types of mul-

timodal interfaces including speech output, in which the

task performance of the illiterates is compared to their

cognitive abilities. Two types of speech output modalities

will be tested in the experiments. Firstly, the user can

optionally get help and instructions by actively clicking on

a specific function, thus focussing on the interface func-

tionality. Secondly, a talking avatar will be used to

illustrate the use of the ATM and to give instructions to the

user, thus focussing on the task. The experiment with a

group of illiterates and a norm group of nonilliterates will

reveal to what extent the vocal interaction is beneficial to

illiterate users. Based on the results of the experiments, a

‘best practice’ ATM user interface for illiterates will be

designed combining speech with other modalities (e.g.

icons/text).

Conclusions The conducted investigations show that

speech output (speech synthesis or prerecorded speech) can

be a promising interaction type for improving the acces-

ibility of an ATM for illiterate users.

4.2 Automatic speech recognition as an assistive tool

for hearing-impaired persons

Design objective Within the EU-funded project ‘Hear-

com,’ a personal communication system (PCS) on a

handheld device is being developed.5 The PCS will support

hearing-impaired persons during communication. The

system will include several assistive applications and will

be connected to hearing aids and other communication

systems (e.g., phone, Internet, public address, etc.) by

wireless technology (Fig. 3).

Accessibility Some applications have already been

developed that support accessibility for hearing-impaired

persons, e.g., text telephone systems (e.g., CapTel in the

US) and subtitles of television programmes. However, a

disadvantage of these tools is that a trained human operator

is needed for transcribing the telephone speech and for

Fig. 3 A personal

communication system (PCS) to

support hearing-impaired

persons during communication

3 e.g. AspireREADER, ReadPlease, TextAloud, ClaroRead, DeskBot

and Spika.
4 e.g. ‘Browse aloud’ and ‘ReadSpeaker’. By selecting text on the

website and clicking on the ‘read aloud’ icon, the text is read aloud. 5 http://www.hearcom.org/about/Audio-VisualAssistiveTools.html.
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making the subtitles. Therefore, these services are costly

and will not always be accessible 24 h a day.

Technology One of the assistive applications in the PCS

is an automated speech recognition (ASR) application. The

goal of this ASR application is to improve speech com-

prehension in situations that the hearing-impaired does not

see the face of the person he/she is listening to, for instance

during telephone conversations. The ASR system ‘listens’

to the speech and automatically produces subtitles for the

speech. The hearing-impaired might benefit from subtitling

as it provides information on the speech content that the

hearing-impaired is missing. Advantages of automatic

subtitling is that it can be used 24 h a day, and that it is fast,

cheap and easy to implement. A possible disadvantage of

ASR is that the subtitles are not error free.

Prototype As a first step in the development of the ASR

application of the PCS, it was investigated whether the

subtitles produced by the ASR system improves speech

intelligibility for hearing-impaired. To that end, speech

intelligibility tests were performed in two conditions: with

and without automatic subtitling, for a group of young nor-

mal listeners and in a subsequent study also for two groups of

elderly listeners with normal hearing and with a hearing loss.

Evaluation The first set of experiments demonstrated that

normal hearing listeners were able to use partly incorrect and

delayed presented ASR output to increase their compre-

hension of speech in noise [74]. This supports the further

development and evaluation of an assistive listening system

that visually displays automatically recognized speech to aid

communication of hearing-impaired listeners. In the future,

the benefit from ASR subtitling will be evaluated in a more

realistic communication setting. To this end, a normal

hearing person and a hearing-impaired will be forced to

communicate with each other by playing the card game

‘Black Jack’ on a computer, while they do not see each other.

Conclusions The results of the experiments support the

hypothesis that automatic subtitling provided by an ASR

system can help hearing-impaired persons in communica-

tive situations, thus improving the accessibility of all kind

of services (e.g., telephone, radio/television).

4.3 A mobile travel assistant for persons

with an intellectual disability

Design objective The Electronic Travel Companion,

which runs on a PDA, allows persons with an intellectual

disability (ID) to travel independently by public transport

[63].

Accessibility The main problems of persons with ID

concern reading, memory, concentrating and problem

solving. Also, they get easily confused in unfamiliar

environments when required to respond quickly. Often, this

user group suffers from multiple disabilities, such as a poor

sight, dexterity and speech production. Most can recognize

simple icons and follow simple graphic instructions. The

design was based on existing usability guidelines for

PDAs, criteria for websites for ID persons, as well as

requirements formulated by representatives of the target

group.

Technology Accessibility options applied in the concept

include the following: setting of reading level of the texts,

choice of symbol set, read aloud on/off, adjust font size,

contrast, color, response time and representation of the

clock (analog/digital). The PDA can be operated by means

of a pen or a finger, suitable for people with limited dex-

terity. If read aloud is on, text lines, icons and functions can

be read aloud by touching them, applying speech synthesis

technology. The prototype envisages the use of a built-in

global positioning system (GPS) to know where the user is

located, to provide location-based information. Finally, it

includes a telephone to get in touch with familiar persons.

Prototype The concept application consists of two parts.

The first part is a desktop application (Fig. 4a) for the ID

person’s caregiver, where a user profile (including acces-

sibility options) can be set and the trip can be planned. The

second part is the PDA application (Fig. 4b), which, based

on the current location of the user, automatically presents

each new travel step on the screen, accompanied by an

auditory alert.

Evaluation The concept was evaluated with three mem-

bers of the target group in a real public transport travel

setting (by bus and train). The ID person was accompanied

by a care giver. At a short distance, the test leader also

traveled along, holding a laptop connected to the PDA via a

wireless network. The laptop allowed the test leader to

simulate GPS by sending commands to the PDA to present

new travel steps, relative to the current location. All three

participants were able to perform the trip more or less

independently. The number of steps was sufficient, the

auditory alerts were appreciated and participants did not

face major problems navigating through the screens. Icons

were considered to be sufficiently large and clear, but their

functions were not always obvious. All participants relied

on speech output as an alternative to reading the texts,

which was judged positively.

Conclusion Although results of the limited evaluation

suggest acceptance of the technology by the target group,

clearly more testing is necessary. The speech technology in

the form of the ‘read aloud’ function could be improved by

a better quality speech synthesis, a possibility to adjust the

volume to surrounding noise and by using an earphone for
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a better perception and a lower risk of overhearing by other

people, without missing relevant ambient sounds.

4.4 A virtual or robot character for self-care of children

and older adults

Design objective In modern Western society, there is a

major increase in patients with chronic diseases, such as

obesities and diabetes. The virtual health assistant (VHA)

applies persuasive technologies [26]) to support the daily

health-related activities of such patients by educating,

informing, motivating and instructing patients at home, and

mediating the communication with remote specialists [5].

Accessibility Because of their health illiteracy, older

adults and children need this kind of support particularly.

Both user groups have relatively limited skills (partly due

to limited sensory, physical and cognitive abilities), and

motivation to use a standard Windows, Icons, Menu and

Pointing device (WIMP). A substantial group of older

adults have negative experiences when trying to use such

interfaces [16], whereas children’s willingness to spend

effort in the use is limited [56].

Technology A speech-based robot is being developed that

reduces such accessibility bottlenecks and improves the

motivation for disease self-management, based on Philips’

iCat (see Fig. 5a, b). Automatic speech synthesis was

implemented, and speech recognition was simulated via the

Wizard of Oz method in the first prototype. In the evalu-

ation of this prototype, speech data were recorded that will

be used to train the speech recognizer (to be implemented

in the next prototype). Following the proposed incremental

design approach of Sect. 1, user profiling and state

assessments will be implemented subsequently.

Prototype For the older adults, the VHA educates and

motivates patients to adhere to a healthy life-style by

conducting a limited form of motivational interviewing,

and by guiding the maintenance and assessment of an

electronic diary containing health-related information [37];

cf. [55]. For children in particular, the interaction with the

health service should be engaging and the VHA a buddy

for both serious and entertainment activities (see Fig. 5b).

All dialogs are restricted to the specific usage context: a

motivational interviewing questionnaire, a diary, educa-

tional health videos and games. In such settings, automatic

dialog management is feasible, and speech synthesis can be

easily implemented. Furthermore, the restricted context-of-

use makes it possible to automatically determine important

social aspects of the communication (such as who is

Fig. 4 a Desktop user interface

settings (including settings for

accessibility); ‘read aloud’ can

be set on or off. b PDA with one

step of the trip; during

interaction, ‘read aloud’ can be

switched on or off

Fig. 5 a iCat as virtual health

assistant (VHA) for older adults.

b iCat as VHA for children
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talking, and what the emotional impact of a message is).

Based on this information, iCat can show the required eye-

movements and facial expressions.

Evaluation Older adults experience iCat as empathic;

children are more engaged when interacting with iCat

compared to a standard WIMP interaction. The commu-

nication proves to be more efficient and pleasant among

other things, because it requires less specific computer

usage skills like reading and typing [33]. For the social

behavior, it proved to be important for iCat to show the

right expressions consistently in all modalities: the speech

content, facial expressions and eye movements. In general,

similar results, although less extreme, were acquired for a

virtual iCat that is shown on a computer screen.

Conclusion So far, it can be concluded that a listening

and talking robot—embodied or virtual—can help to

improve the accessibility of health-related information and

services for older adults and for children.

5 General conclusions and discussion

It is human’s nature to communicate via speech, and most

people have the appropriate skills to easily exchange

information in this way. For such people, speech-enabled

user interfaces seem to have the potential to enhance ICT’s

accessibility. It might decrease specific difficulties to use

applications or services, which may have a sensory, motor,

cognitive and/or emotional basis. However, it should

always be checked that the speech-enabled interfaces do

not introduce or increase usage difficulties of specific user

groups, such as people who have limited skills for pro-

ducing or hearing speech.

This paper provided a methodology to design and

evaluate speech-enabled interfaces taking these issues into

account, systematically applying general HCI-knowledge

on accessibility and technology for the identification of

user needs and usage contexts. Current accessibility

guidelines, containing knowledge of user groups with

special needs that can be relieved by speech, form valuable

input for specification and testing of user interfaces. Cur-

rent speech technology can process both the content of

communication and other types of information such as

speaker’s identity, language and emotion. Although far

from perfect, this technology can improve the ease and

pleasantness of ICT-use for a diverse set of users, if it is

appropriately integrated into the overall—often multi-

modal—user interface and if current usage constraints are

taken into account adequately. Four best practices showed

how this methodology can help to identify accessibility

difficulties and speech technology opportunities to reduce

these difficulties. The resulting user interfaces were

evaluated via user experience sampling methods, showing

the specific strengths and weaknesses of the design. These

results will be used to further improve the applications and

to refine a general and situated ‘knowledge-base’ for

inclusive design (cf. [35, 43]).
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